Food is an essential part of civilization, with a scope that ranges from the biological to the economic and cultural levels. Here we study the statistics of ingredients and recipes taken from Brazilian, British, French, and Medieval cookbooks. We find universal distributions with scale invariant behavior. We propose a copy-mutate process to model culinary evolution that fits very well our empirical data. We find a cultural "founder effect" produced by the nonequilibrium dynamics of the model. Both the invariant and idiosyncratic aspects of culture are accounted by our model, which may have applications in other kinds of evolutionary processes.
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Almost every human group has its own cuisine [1−2] , usually one of the dearest aspects of its cultural identity. The diversity of foodstuffs that constitute a cuisine as well as their social and symbolic aspects are of permanent concern to anthropologists, psychologists and sociologists [3] . From another perspective, the chemical-physics of culinary processes has attracted the interest of physicists and chemists [4−5] .
Here we propose a statistical [6] and complex networks [7] approach to model culinary diversity and evolution. Culinary recipes are prime examples of cultural algorithms with strong capacity for stabilization, innovation and transmission. In literate cultures their standardized reproduction and widespread use are favored by cookbooks, which represent their culinary traditions. Cookbooks provide statistical information about cuisines, indicating the relative importance of foodstuffs, preparation ways and combinations of them in a cuisine. These elements have made traditional cookbooks a useful source of information for food researchers [1, 8−9] .
In this work we examine only a particular aspect of cookbooks, namely the relationship between its recipes and ingredients, and neglect for the moment the very important role played by culinary preparations. We study the statistics of ingredients usage in different countries and cultures in search for common statistical patterns or differences between them.
We also propose a copy-mutate algorithm to model cuisine growth from a few initial recipes, which fits very well our empirical data. The model suggests an evolutionary dynamics where idiosyncratic ingredients are preserved in a manner akin to the founder effect in biology [10] . 3 The culinary corpus considered by us consists of four different cookbooks: the Brazilian Dona Benta [11] , the French Larousse Gastronomique [12] , the British New Penguin Cookery Book [13] , and the medieval Pleyn Delit [14] . We have constructed a database for each one of them containing its entire population of recipes and ingredients.
The only exception is the database for the French cookbook, which contains a random sample (40%) of the whole population of recipes. To examine temporal effects, we have considered three very different editions of Dona Benta [11] (1946, 1969 and 2004 ) which largely differs in recipes and ingredients repertoire. The numbers of recipes and ingredients in each database are given in Table 1 .
For each cookbook database, we counted the number of times each ingredient appeared in the recipes and ordered them according to descending frequency. This allows the representation of the statistical hierarchy of ingredients in a cookbook by a rankfrequency plot, as introduced by Zipf [15] . Fig. 1a gives the rank-frequency plots for the Brazilian (1969 ed.), British, French and medieval cookbooks, showing a remarkable similarity in their statistical patterns.
Time-invariance is supported by the data shown in Fig. 1b , which give the rankfrequency plots for the editions of the Brazilian cookbook. The structure of ingredient rankage in the Brazilian cookbook remained stable amidst the change from a regional to a more globalized food consumer profile that took place in the last fifty years.
All these curves exhibit a power-law behavior which can be well fitted by a ZipfMandelbrot law [16] with an exponential cut-off [17] to capture finite size effects,
The best fit exponent β ≅ 1.4 worked reasonably well for all curves suggesting that, like
Zipf's law in linguistics [15] , there exists a statistical universal behavior which is robust across different cookbooks and independent of the culture they refer to, their authors, motivations and even time.
A common measure used to characterize complex networks is the degree distribution, which gives the fraction of nodes with k links [7] . A bipartite network has two kinds of degree distribution, one for the ingredient nodes and the other for the recipe nodes.
The degree distribution for the ingredients is the probability distribution ) (k P 
which gives the probability that an ingredient is used in more than k recipes. It is compatible with the relation α = 1 + 1/β valid for pure power laws present in rank plots and degree distributions. This anomalous exponent cannot be obtained from a general Yule process [6] since in this latter case α ≥ 2.
The degree distribution for the recipes is the probability distribution ) ( j P R that a randomly chosen recipe has j ingredients (what we will call the size j of the recipe). A plot of the degree distribution for the recipes of the French cookbook is shown in Fig. 2 (inset) .
The average recipe sizes for all cookbooks are given in Table 1 . 5 On the basis that culinary recipes are examples of cultural replicators, or "memes" [18] , we propose a copy-mutate algorithm to model culinary evolution as a branching process (Fig. 3 inset) . Our attempts to fit all the frequency distributions have shown that our model needs at least five parameters to work: the number T of generations (iterations or "time") until the process is halted, the number K of ingredients per recipe (where K is compared to the average number <K> of the cookbook), the number L (≠ K) of ingredients ("loci") in each recipe to be mutated, the number R 0 of initial recipes in the cuisine and M, the ratio between the sizes of the pool of ingredients and the pool of recipes. Hence, starting with t 0 = R 0 , at each time step there are R(t) = t recipes and MR(t) ingredients available to be used.
We tried models without the concept of fitness, with no success. So, the present model ascribes to each ingredient i a random fitness f i with values uniformly distributed in the interval [0,1]. We interpret this fitness as related to intrinsic ingredient properties as nutritional value, aspect, flavor, cost and availability. At each iteration, we randomly choose a recipe (a "mother") and copy it. Within this copy we randomly choose an ingredient (with fitness f i ) to be compared with an ingredient also randomly chosen from the ingredients pool: if f j > f i , where f j is the fitness of the ingredient from the pool, we replace ingredient i by ingredient j. This process is repeated L times, thus generating a "daughter" recipe that is added to the recipes pool (it is possible that the daughter remains identical with the mother, which we interpret as a new recipe that differs from the previous one in the cooking procedures but not in their ingredients). Finally, at each time step, new ingredients are introduced in the ingredients pool to maintain the ratio M fixed. A 6 somewhat similar algorithm has been proposed by Ramezanpour [19] , but without the introduction of (the very important) fitness-based selection process.
A more general fitness function could be used,
to account for higher order interactions between ingredients, which would mean that the fitness of an ingredient is contextual and depends on the other ingredients present in the recipe.
We searched in the parameter space (T, K, L, M, R 0 ) for a good fit for the rankfrequency plot of the Larousse cookbook (Fig. 3) 
. In Fig. 4 , we examine the temporal
, which shows a very slow convergence to equilibrium in the form of a power law It is interesting that the same model presents a "stationary" state (the rank-frequency power law) coexisting with a power law convergence toward a global fitness maximum.
We conjecture that this scale invariance arises because the model implements a critical branching process [20] : the branching ratio is σ = R(t+1)/R(t) ≅ 1 = σ c .
The evolutionary model of copy-mutation of recipes along with a selection mechanism generates a scale-free cuisine. This evolution is an out-of-equilibrium process:
the number of recipes is never sufficient to fully explore the combinatorial space of ingredients. This means that the invasion of new high fitness ingredients and the elimination of initial low fitness ingredients never end. The latter is related to the "founder effect" [16] known in evolutionary theory: in spite of their low fitness some of the KR 0 ingredients present in the initial R 0 recipes have a strong difficulty of being probabilistically replaced. They are like frozen "cultural" accidents difficult to be overcome in the out-ofequilibrium regime (see Fig. 5 ).
We notice that sometimes in biology gene fitness is taken as proportional to the relative frequency in the genome. However, this would occur only in an equilibrium state.
Our model produces a stationary out-of-equilibrium state (the power law) allowing the appearance of the above "founder effect"-like phenomenon.
In our simulations we have found that Darwinian selection by ingredient fitness is essential to obtain good modeling for rank values in the interval r = 1,…, KR 0 . We tested an algorithm without fitness selection and observed that the conservation of the first KR 0 8 ingredients (the founder effect) is so strong that they remain over represented in the population.
Our model is a general copy-mutate mechanism with fitness applicable to evolutionary processes, of biological or cultural nature, like culinary growth. We found that both universal (scale invariance) and particular (founder effect) properties of evolutionary phenomena can be accounted for by a single nonequilibrium critical dynamics.
